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Key Finding 
The independence of independent boards is highly questionable. 

 
Business Application 
Investors in emerging markets need to be wary of « symbolic » governance by independent 
boards. 
 
The agency problem in emerging markets (EMs) is different – it’s a “principal-principal” problem 
(protecting minority shareholders from promoters), rather than the “principal-agency” problem 
(protecting owners from management) identified in the US. As more investors from the developed world 
pour funds into EMs, looking for returns and not wanting to miss out on opportunities, they become 
minority shareholders in promoter companies. Instead of management, they have to ensure that 
corporate governance protects their investment and rights against promoters, especially when the local 
legal system provides limited redress. 
 
EMs are increasingly adopting governance measures designed to solve the “principal-agency” 
problem, such as independent directors, making global investors believe that EMs are catching up with 
global governance standards. For example, China and India require listed companies to have 
independent directors. In theory, boards of directors protect the rights of shareholders. Independent 
directors are supposed to be just that – independent – free to dissent from a decision by the majority. 
The reality is more complex. Directors are tied to one another by business and social connections, and 
their behaviour often has as much to do with their relationships with one another as their concern for 
the company. My research suggests that in EMs an independent director is an oxymoron: independent 
directors, the supposed protectors of minority shareholders, do not behave independently, as they are 
“captured” by promoters. Dissent is rare and punished. When it happens, the social tie between the 
independent director and the promoter breaks down. I call this “symbolic governance”. Promoters and 
companies adopt what appear to be stringent governance norms, but these do not impact or even 
reduce actual governance. And this urges caution.  
 
 
Read more: Blanding, M., (2013), « Just How Independent Are ‘Independent’ Directors ? », 
https://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/just-how-independent-are-independent-directors.  
Jumar, N., (2018), « An independent director is an oxymoron »,  
http://www.forbesindia.com/article/special/an-independent-director-is-an-oxymoron-nirmalya-
kumar/49081/1 
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